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Wholesale Chess Basic Digital Chess Timer with 
Bonus and Delay 

The Wholesale Chess Basic Digital Timer with bonus and delay is a 
reliable game timer that is easy to setup and use.  We know that not 
everyone loves to read their user manual so in addition to the 
instructions below we have a video tutorial on our website which will 
show you how to set up and use the timer.   

https://www.wholesalechess.com/wholesalechessbasicdigitaltimer   

Key Features 

1) Count Down Mode: Set the time for each player (time can be 
different for each side of the clock if desired) and clock will 
count down to zero. (maximum game time is 9:59:59 per 
player)  

2) Count Up Mode: Start at 0:00:00 and count up on each side of 
the clock. (counts to 9:59:59 maximum per player) 

3) Bonus Time: When enabled a fixed amount of time (up to 59 
seconds per turn) will be added to one or both sides of the 
timer at the beginning of each turn.  To learn more about the 
differences between bonus and delay time see the section 
“Bonus vs. Delay” listed below. 

4) Delay Time: When enabled a fixed amount of delay time (up to 
59 seconds per turn) will be allowed for each turn for one or 
both sides of the timer before the actual game time is 
decreased.  To learn more about the differences between 
bonus and delay time see the section “Bonus vs. Delay” listed 
below. 

 

https://www.wholesalechess.com/wholesalechessbasicdigitaltimer
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5) Alarm On/Off: User can turn on or off an audible alarm that 
will beep when time runs out. (Count down mode only) 

6) Recall Last Settings: When the timer is turned back on after 
being turned off the last timing mode used automatically 
comes up. 

Product Diagram & Buttons 

 

① [+] When timer is in setting mode pressing this button one time 
will increase the value of the flashing field by 1.  In play mode this 
button does not do anything. 

② [>||] When timer is in play mode pressing this button one time 
will start or pause the current game.   

When timer is in play mode and this button is pressed and held for 
two seconds the timer will enter setting mode. 

When timer is in setting mode pressing this button once will move 
between time fields (i.e., hours, minutes, seconds) on the timer to 
allow the user to change the time, bonus, delay and alarm settings. 
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③ [-] When timer is in setting mode pressing this button one time 
will decrease the value of the flashing field by 1.  In play mode this 
button does not do anything.  

④ [Turn Lever] – When one side of the lever is depressed the timer 
on the opposite side will count up or down.    

⑤ On/Off Switch – Slide switch to turn timer on or off and to reset 
timer for new game. 

⑥ Battery Cover – Remove battery cover to install one AA battery.  

Display

 

Both sides of the timer use the same display shown above.    

Bonus Icon: If displayed the current timing mode has bonus enabled 

Alarm Icon: If displayed the alarm is turned on  

Delay Icon: If displayed the current timing mode has delay enabled 
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Operating Instructions 

1)  On/Off: 

After installing the AA battery slide the [ON/OFF] switch 
on the bottom of the timer to ON.   

When the timer is turned off and the battery remains 
installed the timer will remember the last used timing 
settings and will start with those settings.   

When the battery is removed and reinstalled the timer 
will beep when turned on and the timer will return to the 
default setting displayed below with no delay or bonus 
and the alarm turned off.

 

 

2) Count Down Mode  
 
When the timer is turned on it is in play mode by default.  
If the correct time is already set on the timer press [>||] 
to start the game.   To set or change the time press and 
hold the [>||] button for two seconds to enter the 
settings mode.   The first number on the left side of the 
timer will flash.  This number represents the number of 
hours on the left side of the timer.  Use the [+] or [-] 
buttons to increase or decrease this value.  Once you have 
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the hour value set (between 0 and 9) press the [>||] 
button to move to the first minute value.   Again use the 
[+] or [-] buttons to adjust the value.   Once both minute 
values are set use the [>||] button to move to the 
seconds values and follow the same procedure to set.  
After setting the hour, minutes and seconds on the left 
side of the timer press the [>||] button to move to the 
right side of the timer.   By default the same amount of 
hours, minutes and seconds will be automatically copied 
to the right side of the timer.  However, you can manually 
change those to different values if desired using the same 
steps as above for the left side of the timer.   
 
After you have hours, minutes and seconds set for both 
sides of the timer press [>||] and you will be taken to the 
bonus time option.    (See “Bonus vs. Delay” section below 
for more information on Bonus and Delay options.)  If 
bonus time is desired it can be set now using the same 
steps used when setting the hours/minutes/seconds.   
Maximum bonus time is 59 seconds.  When left at 00 no 
bonus time will be added.   
 
After setting any bonus time (if desired) pressing the [>||] 
will take you to the delay time settings. (See “Bonus vs. 
Delay” section below for more information on bonus and 
delay options.)  Follow the same steps above to add delay 
time if desired.   
 
After setting delay time (if desired) pressing the [>||] key 
will take you to the alarm option and 0 will be flashing on 
both sides of the timer.   To turn on the alarm (audible 
warning on the last three seconds of the time on both 
sides) change the flashing value to 1 using the [+] button.  
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To leave it turned off leave the values at 0.  The alarm can 
only be turned on and off in the setting mode and not in 
play mode.   
 
After the user has turned the alarm on or off press the 
[>||] button to be taken back to the 
hours/minutes/seconds settings.  Press and hold the [>||] 
for two seconds to exit setting mode and enter play 
mode.  Ensure the [Turn Lever] is elevated on the side of 
the timer for the player who will play first and then press 
the [>||] button to start the game.  To pause the timer at 
any point during the game press the [>||] button.   To 
resume the timer press the [>||] button again.  To reset 
the timer for a new game turn the timer off and then back 
on.   
 
 

3) Count Up Mode 
 
To use the count up mode set the game time to 0:00 00 
on each side of the timer following the instructions as 
listed in the count down mode above.  Ensure the [Turn 
Lever] is elevated on the side of the timer for the player 
who will play first.  Press the [>||] and the timer will start 
to count up.   When the [Turn Lever] is depressed the 
timer will start to count up on the other side.  To pause 
the timer at any point during the game press the [>||] 
button.   To resume the timer press the [>||] button 
again.  To reset the timer for a new game turn the timer 
off and then back on.   
 
 
4) Bonus versus Delay  
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The Wholesale Chess Basic Digital Timer gives you the 
option to add bonus time or delay time with each move 
when enabled.  (See instructions above to enable)   
 
Bonus Time: When enabled bonus time will be added to 
the timer for each player at the beginning of their turn.   
For example, if a player has 0:05:00 on their timer and a 
10 second bonus is enabled, at the beginning of their turn 
10 seconds will be added to their game time and the 
timer will start to count from 0:05:10.   
 
Delay Time: When enabled a delay will count down for 
each player before any game time is used.  If the player 
makes their turn before the delay time has expired no 
game time will be used.   Unlike bonus time, no time is 
added to the game time with the delay option.  The total 
amount of game time will never increase with the delay 
option.  When the delay time is enabled and the game is 
started the player whose turn it is will see a count down 
on their side of the timer.  The countdown is their delay 
time and once it has expired or they complete their turn 
their game time will then display on their side of the 
timer. 
 
Both bonus time and delay time can be set to different 
values for each player if desired.  Bonus time and delay 
cannot be set at the same time.   If you set a delay time 
the bonus time will be disabled for that game and vice 
versa. 
 
 
Maintenance & Warranty 
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Use a new alkaline battery only.  When the timer will not 
be used for a long period of time (several weeks or more) 
remove the battery to avoid damage from a leaking 
battery. 
Do not allow the timer to get wet. If needed the timer 
case may be cleaned with a slightly damp cloth.  The 
display should only be cleaned with a dry, soft cloth.  
 
Avoid prolonged exposure to sunlight or high 
temperatures.  
 
Wholesale Chess offers a one-year manufacturer 
warranty on this timer from the date of purchase.  
Damage due to batteries or physical damage (dropped 
clock, cracked display, etc.) are not covered under 
warranty. 
For warranty work please send the timer and a copy of 
your invoice to: 
 
Wholesale Chess Warranty Coverage 
695 N 900 W #5 
Kaysville, Utah 84037 
USA 
 
Please allow 3 to 4 weeks for your timer to be repaired or 
replaced.   
 
If you need a copy of your invoice or have any questions 
about your timer you can email us at 
info@wholesalechess.com or call us at 1-888-582-4377. 

mailto:info@wholesalechess.com

